
7/24th 

Mr. Ton Kelley, Ass° T. Dir. 
U.S.Sooret Soevios 
1800 G. St., CW, 045 
Washington, P.C. 

Dear TOM. 

Your letter of July 20 doen not realy respond to mine of Am 10 and leaves un-
answered other question I have asked. In it you say your coatrols 705 and 702 are the follow-ups, to 767. I have been to the Arehites, obtained copies, and they are not folloeps 
but, although involving the sane people, deal with other matter's. The follow-up I seek 
deals with the report Odwald wan some kind of government informant, not with alleged 
;Iota to kill Cantra. the informatima I gave you that the contents of this report were 
lemediat,ly phoned to the Comeiscion acmes fros a Comeisedernmemorandoe which stateo this 
tcyliaitly. I have loaned my copy to someone, but I believe it says you did the phoning. 
I would appreCiate it it you could provide or refer no to the information I sleek, not what I do not seek. And I certainly would hate to have to write, when I return to that writing, that the Secret Service had no further interest in the report that them= accused of 
letIlina the President it ems protecting was some kind of government informant. 

I have asked, to be able to see the 17 stills 'oheueskuseh supplied. Your control 705 
Webs gavo than to the Secret Sorties and Mersa personally involved in that investigation. It could not be sore eeplicit on the point of lay interest, n...0seald and two other subjects 
paisiogout...01roulars...* Those are not at the Archives. Whether I see than at the 
Archives or in your office is immaterial to me, but I would like to be able to Bee than 
soon. Will you please tell no when and where this will be posaible? 

You have not respeaded to my latter caking for an accurate accounting of the handling of the autopsy file. I returned to this in the third paragraph of my letter of the 16th. 
This leaven no in the patient  when I write of that, of dreading whether you or Rankin or either were truthfUl. I would much prefer to be able to write fully and accurately and not to have to report conflict in statements; especially on a embjeot like this. Whet I 
now can learn and therefore say seems to depeed upon what you can provide. If you do not provide it, and when sy requests for it extend over so many years, there is little else I will be able to write and I will have to eot forth the conflict as the records I have been 
able to obtaia leave it. 

Very few writers can or will take the no and make the effort I de to learn the truth. 
All atilt:liaises:eke that cost too much, 	to too much Use. The inevitable result is mob aidk stuff as you will find inns Nation of the 19th, where Fret Cook, an established 
writer with a good rartatation., says, is effeot, that the Secret Servioe set the President up for the fte4WAMUSid.0114 14.4108414 wrongful 86101VON the withholding of inferaation, is what inepirea this kind of writing, these Mind* of aeopieions. 

t3ineerely, 

herald Weish-re 


